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In Europe, 8,000 tons of undercoat from dogs and cats are thrown
away every year. Let's change this together! 

Together we can save

www.rohstoffe-retten.de

lost resources



Recycle one of your old card board boxes into a fur collection
Box ( max. measurements per Box are:  120 cm x 60 cm x 60
cm )

Throw in the brushed out undercoat of the pets. And yes - you can really
stuff it tightly into your box!  If your workflow permits, it’s great if you
separate by color (white, dark, brown/red/grey).  You do not need to
collect by breed. Just label clearly  if its cat or dog.  

The wool does not nee to be washed previously, we will do that job!
Very dirty, matted pieces, teeth and claws should left out.  

Once the Box is really full ( at least 1.5 kg ) contact Marie for the free
shipping label to germany. You can at any point contact Marie with any
questions you might have.  

You will then receive the shipping label as PDF via E-Mail to print. You
can stick it on the box to return it to us. We are immensely grateful for
every box we get.  

Please do not throw wet wool into
the box. That smells! Animals do
not even need to be washed
beforehand. Dirt and odor is
cleaned out in the process.

Sure. You can just drop off the box
anywhere. There are no additional
costs to you. 

For each Box we donate to animal
welfare organizations, mostly German
ones. Feel free to reach out to us, if
you have a special Organisation in
your mind which you would love to
support. 

Is shipping really free?
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Donations?

Is there anything I need to
consider?  


